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music never lies
Absolutely Sickening—and Scary’: Man Unfurls Nazi Flag at Bernie Sanders Rally, Heightening Security Concerns

“All people of conscience must condemn this anti-Semitism against the most visible Jewish politician in the country.”


…this is a direct result of the hate speech coming from trump and the alt-far-right...do you doubt that?...please read my page “Hate is a disease”, you too could be infected...Hate is a disease

Buzz of expectation as Bernie Sanders looks to blow away rivals on Super Tuesday

On Tuesday, as 14 states go to the polls, Sanders could take a huge step towards the Democratic nomination. Can anyone stop him?


“I’ll tell you what it adds up to,” said Pete Buttigieg, his rival for the Democratic presidential nomination, at this week’s TV debate ahead of Saturday’s primary in South Carolina. Buttigieg referenced Sanders’ “radical” policies of universal tax-funded healthcare, debt-free college tuition and a Green New Deal to tackle the climate crisis, then said: “It adds up to four more years of Donald Trump.
...for me it is very telling and rather sad that other”democrats” don’t want you have these nice things as well...

In Nevada he won the support of 51% of Hispanic Democrats. That’s a critical statistic. It suggests that his tireless outreach to Latino communities, combined with policies that talk to them such as a $15 federal minimum wage, a moratorium on immigration deportations, and commitment to an NHS-style system of Medicare for All which appeals to the high numbers of Latinos who have no or little health insurance – will pay dividends on Tuesday in heavily Hispanic California and Texas.

Sanders is having none of it. At a rally this week in Virginia – another of the Super Tuesday states – he ridiculed the idea that he was extreme. “My critics say ‘Bernie is so radical!’ I don’t think it’s radical to say that working people should have the right to live in dignity and security.”

...those nice things as seen by FDR as the Second Bill of Rights must be for everyone, not just a select few...those nice things should scare no one except those that don’t want you to have dignity and security, they want to milk you dry and for you to live in fear, these other democrats on the campaign trail and republicans...

FDR’s 2nd Bill of Rights & Bernie’s Green New Deal

‘Bernie is problematic on all levels’: why centrist Democrats are flocking to Biden

The rush of support for Joe Biden underscores the desire by the establishment to rally around an alternative to Bernie Sanders


...the great run away to endorse Biden before any voting took place is abnormal at best, normally someone runs, looses a few primaries and then decides after vote counting to bow out but this was done to undercut the voting for Bernie to support corporate and big money interests, when Pete endorsed Joe it was disgusting, his groveling at Joe’s feet seemingly begging for a job...none of that is how a democratic republic operates...the corporations must win over the peoples needs will be the death of our Republic,,,

https://gilbertweaversatchell.org/
‘What More Do You Need to Know?’ Health Insurance Stocks Drive Wall Street Rebound on Biden Super Tuesday Wins

“Biden is the preferred candidate for the financial markets.”

On Fox Business February 28, billionaire Steve Forbes remarked that the weeklong drop was not only about fears of the coronavirus.

“There’s the political side,” Forbes said of the reason for the poor performance. “In the last week, week-and-a-half, the possibility of Bernie Sanders becoming president of the United States has increased, exponentially.”

‘Warning Shot to Our Party’: Sanders Says Trump’s Latest Vow to Cut Social Security Exposes Biden’s General Election ‘Vulnerability’

“One of us has a history of not only fighting cuts to Social Security but working to expand benefits,” said Sanders. “And that’s why we are the campaign best positioned to defeat Donald Trump.”


…trumps pledge and Joe’s 40 year history…who do you trust?…

Pelosi Carries Right-Wing Rep. Henry Cuellar Over Finish Line to Defeat Progressive Jessica Cisneros

“Pelosi, the DCCC, and Charles Koch all teamed up for Cuellar.”


Cisneros’s platform called for overturning Citizens United, boosting funding for infrastructure, expanding Social Security, and backing Medicare for All. Her campaign rejected corporate PAC money and raised over $2million from small contributions.
Cuellar was also backed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and had the only election campaign of a congressional Democrat to ever get funding from Americans for Prosperity Action, a PAC founded by billionaire Charles Koch.

(my note) he is not a democrat nor is nancy, what are they? they support corporatism which is a mild term for Fascist in my book…

…they don’t want you to have nice things…they want you to have more wars, costly healthcare, higher drug costs, be uneducated or massively in debt to be educated and to just be plainly in more debt with a lower standard of living…they are republican lite’s…it will be the death of our republic, read Chris Hedges below for more insight…get it yet?…

The culture wars give the oligarchs, both Democrats and Republicans, the cover to continue the pillage. There are few substantial differences between the two ruling political parties in the United States. This is why oligarchs like Donald Trump and Michael Bloomberg can switch effortlessly from one party to the other. Once oligarchs seize power, Aristotle wrote, a society must either accept tyranny or choose revolution.

Class: The Little Word the Elites Want You to Forget

The culture wars give the oligarchs, both Democrats and Republicans, the cover to continue the pillage.

by

Chris Hedges

https://www.commondreams.org/views/2020/03/02/class-little-word-elites-want-you-forget

…there are a few, very few that understand what is at stake with this election, Chris Hedges has it correct 100%…I do not suffer fools gladly and am sorely disappointed in what are called democrats today, they are almost as programmed and indoctrinated as republicans, the difference is republicans are true fascists and democrats are true republicans, according to Plato, Sanders is a true democrat, Plato is the standard setting theory which political science is based on…Chris uses Aristotle and I use Plato, why, great thinking, clear thinking never grows out style or grows old, it is our job then to learn truths from them because they have stood
the test of time…good luck America, you’ll need it as the roof caves in if anyone but Sanders gets the Presidency…

According to Socrates, a state made up of different kinds of souls will, overall, decline from an aristocracy (rule by the best) to a timocracy (rule by the honorable), then to an oligarchy (rule by the few), then to a democracy (rule by the people), and finally to tyranny (rule by one person, rule by a tyrant). Aristocracy in the sense of government (politeia) is advocated in Plato’s Republic. This regime is ruled by a philosopher king, and thus is grounded on wisdom and reason.

The aristocratic state, and the man whose nature corresponds to it, are the objects of Plato’s analyses throughout much of the Republic, as opposed to the other four types of states/men, who are discussed later in his work. In Book VIII, Socrates states in order the other four imperfect societies with a description of the state’s structure and individual character. In timocracy the ruling class is made up primarily of those with a warrior-like character. Oligarchy is made up of a society in which wealth is the criterion of merit and the wealthy are in control. In democracy, the state bears resemblance to ancient Athens with traits such as equality of political opportunity and freedom for the individual to do as he likes. Democracy then degenerates into tyranny from the conflict of rich and poor. It is characterized by an undisciplined society existing in chaos, where the tyrant rises as popular champion leading to the formation of his private army and the growth of oppression.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato

Plato’s five regimes – Wikipedia

Republicans holding up emergency coronavirus spending to protect drug company price gouging

…the underlying tone to all that this administration is doing under so many different headings or programs such as the pandemic response and what is happening with the suppression of science across the board can be and must be considered “Reckless Endangerment” and be dealt with accordingly, this is how the Fascist State is taking over our Republic…wise up, your life is in danger…

Recklessly Engaging in Conduct Which Creates a Grave Risk of Death to Another Person: In order for prosecutors to prove this element beyond a reasonable doubt they must establish that you were engaged in conduct that created a grave and unjustifiable risk of death, you were aware of and consciously disregarded this risk and this was a gross deviation from the standard of conduct that of a reasonable person in the particular situation. It is critical to recognize that no matter how reckless the
conduct, the evidence must also show that you acted in a manner evincing a depraved indifference to human life.

Depraved Indifference to Human Life: More than mere indifference, you act with a depraved indifference to human life when you recklessly engage in conduct that poses a grave risk of death. A person has a depraved indifference to human life when that person has an utter disregard for the value of human life – a willingness to act, not because he or she means to cause grievous harm, but because he or she simply does not care whether or not grievous harm will result. In other words, a person who is depravedly indifferent is not just willing to take a grossly unreasonable risk to human life. Instead, that person does not care how the risk turns out.

Reference:

As CDC Says ‘Do Not Go to Work,’ Trump Says Thousands With Coronavirus Could Go to Work and Get Better

“These are really dangerous lies.”


Trump calls Sean Hannity to downplay COVID-19 as ‘corona flu’ and call the death rate ‘fake numbers’

gagging: White House COVID briefing bans recorded audio/video as WH disinfoms us toward a Recession

...do you see how Plato and the rest still ring true? there will be more such headlines as America devolves into Chaos...we have 3 things occurring at the same time, the climate emergency, the mass extinction of Earths life systems and the degradation of governance on a global scale into authoritarian rule...

Courts Begin To Sign Off On Autocracy
Amid Coronavirus Outbreak, Trump Vows to ‘See If We Can Help’ the Uninsured as He Attempts to Rip Insurance From 20 Million

“The number of uninsured Americans has gone up by seven million people during Trump’s presidency, complicating the response to the coronavirus. But don’t worry, they’re gonna see if they can help them out.”

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/03/04/amid-coronavirus-outbreak-trump-vows-see-if-we-can-help-uninsured-he-attempts-rip

President Donald Trump said during a press briefing Tuesday that the White House will “see if [it] can help” uninsured people in the U.S. who contract the coronavirus, a remark that—as observers hastened to point out—came as his administration is supporting a Republican lawsuit currently before the Supreme Court that could rip Affordable Care Act protections from more than 20 million Americans.

‘I Like That’: Trump Hails Economic Impact of Deadly Coronavirus, Says People Are Now ‘Spending Their Money in the US’

“The human impact is an afterthought.”


…America is Devolving into Chaos…

In Super Tuesday ‘News Dump,’ EPA Expands Rule Limiting Science the Agency Can Use to Make Public Health Policy Decisions

“Now is not the time to play games with critical medical research that underpins every rule designed to protect us from harmful pollution in our air and in our water.”

‘Devastating’: Great Barrier Reef in Danger of Catastrophic Bleaching as Temperatures in Australia Remain High

“It’s a sobering reality we’re in.”


Reef-Building corals show ‘disaster traits’ and make preparations for extinction.

Recovery time for these coral reefs would take up to 2-10 million years, according to researchers.

They make the point that primates, including us humans, are becoming increasingly threatened with
extinction as we have no similar survival traits like stony coral.

Other threats to marine life not noted in this particular study include overfishing, plastics, fertilizers, oil and nuclear radiation.

Jet Stream Anomalies + “Steve”+ Ice Melt

…the world is devolving into chaos…
Joe Biden accidentally tells voters he’s running for Senate

While asking voters to send him on to the presidency, Democrat Joe Biden slips and says ‘I’m a Democratic candidate for the United States Senate’. The gaffe comes ahead of the critical South Carolina primary.

…this man is running to be the President of the United States and doesn’t know that? remember that? is aware of that?, this is no gaffe, he is in mental decline and is being pushed to run against trump? trump will eat him for lunch in a debate…

Dinosauria We by Charles Bukowski

Born like this
Into this
As the chalk faces smile
As Mrs. Death laughs
As the elevators break
As political landscapes dissolve
As the supermarket bag boy holds a college degree
As the oily fish spit out their oily prey
As the sun is masked
We are
Born like this
Into this
Into these carefully mad wars
Into the sight of broken factory windows of emptiness
Into bars where people no longer speak to each other
Into fist fights that end as shootings and knifings
Born into this
Into hospitals which are so expensive that it’s cheaper to die
Into lawyers who charge so much it’s cheaper to plead guilty
Into a country where the jails are full and the madhouses closed
Into a place where the masses elevate fools into rich heroes
Born into this
Walking and living through this
Dying because of this
Muted because of this
Castrated
Debauched
Disinherited
Because of this
Fooled by this
Used by this
Pissed on by this
Made crazy and sick by this
Made violent
Made inhuman
By this
The heart is blackened
The fingers reach for the throat
The gun
The knife
The bomb
The fingers reach toward an unresponsive god
The fingers reach for the bottle
The pill
The powder
We are born into this sorrowful deadliness
We are born into a government 60 years in debt
That soon will be unable to even pay the interest on that debt
And the banks will burn
Money will be useless
There will be open and unpunished murder in the streets
It will be guns and roving mobs
Land will be useless
Food will become a diminishing return
Nuclear power will be taken over by the many
Explosions will continually shake the earth
Radiated robot men will stalk each other
The rich and the chosen will watch from space platforms
Dante’s Inferno will be made to look like a children’s playground
The sun will not be seen and it will always be night
Trees will die
All vegetation will die
Radiated men will eat the flesh of radiated men
The sea will be poisoned
The lakes and rivers will vanish
Rain will be the new gold
The rotting bodies of men and animals will stink in the dark wind
The last few survivors will be overtaken by new and hideous diseases
And the space platforms will be destroyed by attrition
The petering out of supplies
The natural effect of general decay
And there will be the most beautiful silence never heard
Born out of that.
The sun still hidden there
Awaiting the next chapter.

Well, it’s time to pack up…..

...people fled Germany before Hitler made things intolerable...hint...